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Abstract

Student-centred learning forms a major driver behind educational policy and practice in the modern

day. With a drive towards embracing the possibilities of technology within the classroom, especially

digital video games, it is vital to have an understanding of where such games are delivering and where

their potential has yet to be explored. With this in mind, it is important to survey the existing literature

to establish the level to which the promise of student-centred learning is being delivered through

digital video games. This study presents a conceptual framework based upon a systematic literature

review of developments in student-centred digital game–based learning, and seeks to establish the

extent to which all tenets of student-centred learning and principles of digital game–based learning are

embraced within such applications. A thematic analysis identifies the common themes of game and

intervention design while integrating and conceptually linking the key concepts of student-centred

learning and digital game–based learning. This leads to the development of a conceptual framework

allowing classification of the literature according to common themes. Inclusion criteria include the
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presence of student-centred learning concepts, with a game-based focus including specifically digital

video games. Inclusion was limited to papers published since 2007. The literature analysis identifies a

number of themes; these were primarily the types of player engagement: single player, mixed and

multiplayer, along with principles of game design and the key tenets of student-centred learning. A

preponderance of games and interventions utilising single player experiences and focusing on

implementing the active learning tenet of student-centred learning were observed. Areas relating to

multiplayer engagements and the social aspects of student-centred learning such as mutual respect

receive comparatively less attention in games and research. In order to fully embrace the possibilities

offered by student-centred digital game–based learning, it is important not to neglect lessons learned

in the development of student-centred learning to its current state. Aspects such as peer-based

learning and building relationships between students and teachers have been found important in

traditional learning and must be investigated and adapted to new media, including games, as new

technologies enter the educational mainstream. Further research into the effects of designing games

around these multiplayer aspects, and better defining the role of teachers and educational staff in

digital game–based learning, may demonstrate ways to develop and create educational experiences

that better engage and prepare students. (HRK / Abstract übernommen)
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